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or us, Power Corridors is not just a monthly news magazine but also a means
to bring change. Inspired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s emphasis on
Aspirational Districts, we instituted Champions of Change Awards in the
memory of Bharat Ratna Atal Bihari Vajpayee. The awards were instituted in
association with Bharat Vikas Parishad. The idea is to felicitate the people who
have contributed significantly in these disctricts and brought meaningful change. Concerned
about the plight of these places, the Hon’ble Vice-President of India, Shri Venkaiah Naidu,
agreed to be the Chief Guest of the programme to honor the awardees on December 26, at
Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi. The jury, headed by former Chief Justice of India, Shri K.G.
Balakrishnan, comprised a galaxy of personalities from various walks of life.
In this issue, we have analyzed the results of the recently held Assembly polls in five
states and their impact on the general election next year. We also go beyond the vicissitudes
of power politics, so we have an exclusive write-up by Nehru Memorial Museum Library
Director Shakti Sinha, a most profound thinker, delving into political philosophy. Then we
have the invaluable thoughts of Václav Havel. I am confident that you will like the offerings.. 

Editor’s Note

A

ravi shanker kapoor
facebook.com/ravishanker.kapoor
@libertypartisan

fter losing power in three Hindi-speaking states to the Congress, the
Bharatiya Janata Party must ponder over its uniqueness—being the only
party in India, perhaps the only one in the world, which always lets down
it core constituencies. The BJP has worked industriously and zealously
against the interests of the middle class, small traders, shopkeepers, etc.,—
the folks who have been voting for it for decades, even when nobody else was voting
for it. When Atal Bihari Vajpayee was prime minister (1998-2004), the salaried class
got almost no relief in income-tax. Similarly, the government remained unconcerned
about the plight of the UTI investors. The Narendra Modi government too has not done
anything remarkable that the core constituencies would be delighted about. The claims
about higher growth than UPA’s period and east of doing business may be true, but there
are not many jobs—and not just for the middle class youth but also those of humbler
origines. Demonetization and bad implementation of the GST regime has further made
life miserable for a lot of people. Then, in the name of ending corruption, tax officials and
law-enforcement agencies have been unreasonably empowered. Much to the chagrin of
big and small businessmen, who are instinctively pro-BJP.
The BJP’s inability to keep its core constituencies in good humour hurts its electoral
prospects. It was evident in the results of Assembly elections in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,
and Chhattisgarh; it can also cast its shadow in the general election next year. The cover
story of this edition underlines this fact. Other articles covers the entire gamut of subjects
from the economy and international affairs to political and economic philosophy. Writing
on the government’s tiff with the Reserve Bank of India, Sushma Ramachandran has not
only discussed the fears about the central bank’s independence and autonomy but also
highlighted the current dispensations unease with economic experts. Prabha Rao has
discussed the situation arising after the murder of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi. Then
there is Lutyen Loiterer bringing us the story about the quiet rise of BJP vice-president
Vinay Sahasrabuddhe. He is being groomed as External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj’s
successor, in the event of the BJP retaining power in 2019. In a nutshell, we have tried
to present a nice package to our readers. 
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news in brief

Novel on 1962
war POWs
launched

A

99 per cent items to be
taxed at 18 per cent: PM

A

s many as 99 per cent of items will eventually attract 18
per cent or lower rate of goods and services tax (GST),
with only sin or luxury items being taxed at the highest
rate of 28 per cent, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said on
December 17. At present, 39 of 1,378 tariff categories are taxed
at 28 per cent.
Speaking at the Republic Summit in Mumbai, Modi said, “GST
has given the society and entrepreneurs a simple and efficient
tax system free of inspector raj. Broad-based consultations
have led to changes in GST over time. Today, it is settled to a
large extent. We are reaching a situation where 99 per cent of
items could be brought in 18 per cent GST rate or lower. We are
going in the direction of leaving only luxury items or sin goods
in the 28 per cent slab.”
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s a young officer just inducted
into the Army, Col K.D. Segan
(Retd) with a number of
prisoners of war (POWs) of the 1962
India-China War. What shocked him
was that they never made an attempt to
escape. When he asked the reason, they
mumbled things like difficult terrain,
inhospitable climate, high altitude, etc.
Coming from a military background—
his grandfather fought the World War I,
his father World War II—Segan found
this intriguing. He realized that all
POWs were thoroughly demoralized.
That experience left an abiding mark
on his memory. Over half a century
later, he has authored a noel Red to
Green. It was launched at the Press
Club in Delhi on December 18. The chief
guest, eminent documentary maker
Mike Pandey, lauded the writing skills
of Segan, saying that the book was
like a beacon of light for the young.
The guest of honor, award-winning
author and broadcaster Sharad Dutt,
said that this novel was unique and
different from books written on the
India-China conflict, as it was fiction
blended with facts.
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Was never
'afraid of
talking to
the press':
Manmohan
Singh

Bush Sr., who saw USSR
go down, dies

G

eorge Herbert Walker Bush, the 41st American president,
died recently at the age of 94. He was also the father of the
43rd president, George Walker Bush. Bush Sr. outlived his
wife of 73 years, Barbara Bush, by eight months.
The deceased president (1989-93) was at the helm of affairs
at critical moments of history—the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the Eastern Bloc, and the first gulf war. A decorated Navy pilot
who fought World War II, he was known for his bureaucratic and
diplomatic skills. His résumé was very impressive—a two-term
Congressman from Texas, ambassador to the United Nations,
chairman of the Republican National Committee, United States
envoy to China, director of the Central Intelligence Agency or CIA,
and vice president, under Ronald Reagan.
But he failed to get the second term, primarily because he was
perceived as a distant patrician rather than an engage leader in a
democracy. He lost to Bill Clinton, but this did not sour the relations
between the two. In their later years, the two ex-presidents would
join hands for philanthropic work.

I

n a thinly-veiled attack on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, his
predecessor Manmohan Singh has
said that he (Singh) was never “afraid
of talking to the press.” This was in
reference to the fact that Modi has
never held a press conference since
entering the top office.
Speaking after the launch of his book
Changing India in Delhi on December
17, Singh said, “People say I was a
silent prime minister, but I think
these volumes [his book Changing
India] speak for themselves. I was not
the prime minister who was afraid of
talking to the press. I met the press
regularly. In every foreign tour, I had
press conferences in the plane or after
landing.”
In reference to Sanjaya Baru’s book
Accidental Prime Minister, Singh said
that he was not only an “accidental
prime minister” but also earlier the
“accidental finance minister.”
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Rahul has come
but has miles to
Both the Congress and the BJP need to realize that emotive
issues don't work every time
Power Corridors 8 JANUARY 2019

of age,
T
o go

Ravi Shanker Kapoor

@libertypartisan

here is an old saying about Russia: it is never as strong
as she looks and it is never as weak as it looks. The
same, more or less, can be said about the Bharatiya
Janata Party and the Congress after the Assembly
polls recently held in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Telangana, and Mizoram.
It goes to the credit of Congress president Rahul Gandhi that he
has shown that the juggernaut of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Bharatiya Janata Party president Amit Shah is stoppable.
Rahul has arrived; this is perhaps the biggest upshot of the
Assembly elections.
But several caveats need to be added to Rahul's achievement,
the most important of which come from the phraseology of
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Madhya Pradesh
Party

economists rather than of political
analysts. It's called the base effect; it
was very low for the Congress. For
instance, in Rajasthan the grand old
party had won just 21 seats in 2013,
so even with a triple increase this
time—and that would have meant a
loss—the performance would have
been impressive. Reaching 99, and
forming the government, was indeed
more than impressive. The BJP, on
the other hand, had to perform on a
high base. For example, in MP it had
won 165 out of 230 seats in the last
Assembly poll; the number has come
down to 109. The other important
caveat comes from sports. It's a bit
cliched, but appropriate nonetheless
it is. Rahul has won the semi-finals; the
much bigger, and tougher, finals would
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be held next year—the general election.
BJP leaders are blaming, and will
blame, local factors for defeat in the
three Hindi-speaking states, though
it will cut little ice either with political
pundits or the general public. In
Chhattisgarh, it was more than a defeat;
with the GOP bagging over two-thirds of
seats, it was a veritable rout. The saffron
party can derive some solace from the
fact that it didn't suffer a similar fate in
the desert state, where it was said to be
doing badly, but then that is more to
the political acumen of the outgoing
Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje rather
than the magic of Modi, the political
astuteness of Shah, or even the role of
the RSS. For it is a well-known fact that
the Parivar is not enamored with Raje.
Similarly, in Madhya Pradesh,

where the BJP did better than it did in
Rajasthan, it was the incumbent Shivraj
Singh Chouhan's doggedness and some
good work, especially in road-making,
that stood him in good steed.
The second biggest upshot of the
results in the three Hindi-speaking
states is that the Modi-Shah duo is not
invincible. The BJP should learn this
lesson from the results. The concoction
of the Prime Minister's rhetorical
flourishes and the BJP president's
organizational skills was a heady stuff
for the electorate. But even the most
potent intoxicant has an effect only for
a certain period of time.
This brings us to the third conclusion
that can be derived from the Assembly
election results: emotive issues don't
have as much potency as the saffron
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party seems to believe they have.
And it's not just the BJP but also the
Congress that should learn this lesson.
As Abraham Lincoln once said, “You
can fool all the people some of the time,
and some of the people all the time,
but you cannot fool all the people all
the time.”
Whenever there are elections,
general or state, the BJP and its sister
organizations start talking about
the Ram Temple. The underlying
assumption is that this is an issue that
can be milked till eternity. But for
how long would Lord Ram come to
the rescue of the saffron party? Three
decades ago, when it was languishing
with just two seats in the Lok Sabha,
the mandir movement helped it bounce
back to relevance. In 1998, it was able to

It goes to the credit
of Congress president
Rahul Gandhi that
he has shown that
the juggernaut of
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and
Bharatiya Janata
Party president Amit
Shah is stoppable.
Rahul has arrived;
this is perhaps the
biggest upshot of the
Assembly elections

form a government that lasted till 2004.
Atal Bihari Vajpayee was prime
minister at that time. Whenever Ram
devotees demanded the building of
the Temple, BJP leaders would say
that their government didn't have a
majority, it was a coalition government
and the allies are not agreeing to the
Temple. The Modi regime, however,
didn't face any such constraint; it
enjoyed full majority, along with the
complete support from the party and
the RSS. Yet, it did nothing to placate
the devout. And now, when the
general election is in the offing, the
ruling dispensation is talking about
the Temple.
Ditto with the BJP's other 'core
issues'—Article 370 and uniform civil
code.
The third conclusion that we can
draw from the Assemble poll results
is that BJP is losing popularity in the
countryside. The numbers tell the
story. In MP, while it secured 44 urban
seats against the Congress' 33, in the
rural areas the corresponding wins
were 64 and 78. In the desert state,
the saffron party's performance in
towns almost matched with that of the
Congress—22 against 24 of the GOP's.
But in rural areas, its 51 was no match
to the Congress' 74. Chhattisgarh of
course was even worse, with the BJP
getting just seven seats in urban areas
(against the Congress' 18) and nine in
rural (Congress, 49). Evidently, rural
distress is not just hurting farmers but
also the BJP.
For decades, the BJP was
determinedly and persistently working
to expand its social and geographical
base. Not long ago, that is till the
1980s, it was seen primarily as a party
of the urban, middle class, and upper
caste people. The party, as also the
RSS, worked assiduously to change
both this reality and perception. It
succeeded too, as evident from the
2014 general election results and also
the state Assembly polls that followed.
That expansionary movement seems to
have been halted, if not reversed.
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Cover story

The fourth surmise that can be made
is that smart messaging and efficient
party and election management are
poor substitutes for development and
governance. All the tall promises that
Modi and the BJP made in the runup to the 2014 general election were
observed in the breach. Bringing back
ill-gotten wealth stashed in overseas
accounts? Well, that was just a jumla,
as Shah said. Abrogation of Article
370? The ruling dispensation doesn't
even talk about it these days? Uniform
civil code? Nothing more than courtsupported action against triple-talaq.
Acche din? What's that!
The law and order situation and
general administration leave a lot to
be desired, thanks to the lack of police,
administrative, and judicial reforms.
And then there are saffron cowboys,
making the lives of Muslims and Dalits
miserable.
On the external front, too, the Modi
regime's performance has been below
average. Pakistan continues to export
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Smart messaging and
efficient party and
election management
are poor substitutes
for development
and governance.
All the tall promises
that Modi and the
BJP made in the
run-up to the 2014
general election
were observed in the
breach
jihad to India. China persists with its
encirclement policy.
The creation of crores of jobs? The
government doesn't even have any
authentic data on employment, forget
its creation. Worse, millions of jobs
were lost because of demonetization.

The situation was further
worsened by the gauche
implementation of the
goods and services tax
(GST) regime. And, on
top of everything, the
Modi government simply
forgot the interests of
its core constituency—
the middle class. There
were no substantial
income-tax benefits
for the salaried class,
notwithstanding some
tinkering effected by
Finance Ministry babus.
Rahul has been
quick to perceive the
discontent emanating
from economic underperformance. At the
press conference after the
Assembly election results,
he repeated emphasized
upon farmers, youth,
and jobs. “And this is
a clear message to the
prime minister and to the BJP that the
country is not happy with what they
are doing. The country is not happy
with demonetization, the country is
not happy with GST, the country is
not happy with the lack of jobs, so that
is there. I think it is a good thing for
Congress. I am quite happy with what
we have achieved,” he said.
He hit the Modi regime where
it hurt the most—on the rural and
employment fronts. The results his
party got from the countryside, as we
saw, were favorable.
Fortunately for the GOP, he not
only grasped the economic problems
but also was able to keep his bickering
satraps in Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan on a leash.
Further, he could also discard the
anti-Hindu tag that his party got
recently, thanks to his mother Sonia's
proximity with an array of notorious
Muslim appeasers, professional
revolutionaries, green terrorists, and
sundry Luddites. The BJP found his
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public display of religiosity—temple
run, janeu, et al—ridiculous and
fake. Intellectuals and liberals were
scandalized that a descendant of Nehru
could do such things. But, politically,
the maneuver seemed to have worked,
and this is what matters in realpolitik.
So far, so good—that is, from the
Congress' perspective. But then neither
the Congress is still not strong enough
to take on the ruling party nor the latter
is so weak as to let the GOP take a
walkover. Modi and Shah certainly are
no pushovers; they are doughy fighters
who would leave no stone unturned to
return to power.
Against this backdrop, the lessons
that the Congress high command
has to learn are simple: ensure that
its senior leaders work in cohesion,
attack the ruling dispensation on the
economic front, form alliances with
regional parties (which the party is
already doing in earnest), and never
let complacency check the momentum.
The BJP, on the other hand, has to
realize that the potency of emotive issues
is not unlimited, that there is life beyond
cows and the Nehru-Patel dichotomy,
that Lord Ram cannot be taken for
granted, and that the cadre have to check
vituperation and spread the word about
the welfare schemes the Modi regime
has executed. A ruling party cannot seek
another mandate just by highlighting the
inadequacies of a prime minister who
died over half a century ago. ❀

Excessive emphasis on professionals hurt BJP

W

hile the BJP left no stone unturned in its Assembly election campaigns in the five states, it seems to have laid more
emphasis on professionals than on its cadre. That, it appears, has cost the saffron party dear.
In Madhya Pradesh, Nisheet Sharan was in-charge of canvassing. It may be recalled that he had also played a
key role in the Bihar Assembly elections in 2015, where the BJP had lost comprehensively. Not many lessons seem to have
been learnt from the 2015 debacle, insiders from the saffron dispensation said. Focus remained on propaganda, with little
regard to the views of party activists and other feedback, they said, adding that mismanagement was astonishing.
Then there is the Association of Billion Minds, run by Himanshu Singh, a former Prashant Kishor employee. Two more
Kishor acolytes, Piyush Jalan and Piyush Gupta, were roped in. There was a huge team managing the social media. To little
avail, as it turned out. ❀
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Cover story

Battles were
tough in 2018,
War in 2019 to
be tougher
While less rhetoric and more humility will help the the BJP,
more specifics and less negativity will help the Congress
Ravi Shanker Kapoor

@libertypartisan

A

fter the Bharatiya Janata
Party’s unprecedented
and massive victory
in the Uttar Pradesh
Assembly polls in March
last year, former J&K chief minister Omar
Abdullah had despondently tweeted that
the Opposition “might as well forget 2019
and start planning (and) hoping for 2024.”
Even till a few months ago, dislodging
Prime Minister Narendra Modi looked
like extremely difficult, if not impossible.
No longer. After the saffron party’s
defeat in the three Hindi-speaking
states—Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
and Chhattisgarh. A one-sided match
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suddenly has started looking interesting.
But the Congress would do itself a
disservice if it lulls itself into believing
that there is a wave in its favor. There is
indeed considerable discontent against
the Modi regime, but even then there
are no clear answers as to how would this
translate against it in the volting pattern,
much less if that would benefit the grand
old party. For the GOP not riding a wave
of popularity; the party just scraped
through in MP, even as it was much ahead
of the BJP in Rajasthan and it did very
well in Chhattisgarh. It lost Mizoram; its
grand alliance in Telangana proved to be
a non-starter. A little more push by Modi,

the consummate election campaigner, a
few more rallies by him may have had
different results, at least in MP.
But that was not to be, and hence the
rise of Congress president Rahul Gandhi.
After a long list of failures, he has finally
proved himself—not only by winning
the three states but also choosing Chief
Ministers. Going for Ashok Gehlot in
Rajasthan and Kamal Nath in MP was
bang-on. While Sachin Pilot did a lot
to revive the party in the desert state,
Gandhi’s preference for Gehlot was
extremely prudent, as his experience
would help staunch any threat to the state
government where the party is just near

the winning post. Any sulking, let alone
sabotage, by the elderly Gehlot would
have made Pilot’s position precarious had
the latter been made top post. For Pilot is
young, and it would be in his self-interest
to wait, but Gehlot is old and could have
been impatient and troublesome. The
same is true about the Nath-Jyotiraditya
Scindia duo.
It would, however, be premature
to conclude that the Modi-Amit Shah
juggernaut has been reversed, or even
halted; at the most, it has just hit a few
big roadblocks. For Modi’s popularity
has been little reduced by the indifferent
performance of his government; he still
remains the top choice for post of prime
ministership, far ahead of his rivals. Rahul
Gandhi doesn’t come near his arch-rival
in terms of popularity.
Further, Gandhi doesn’t have any
narrative to sell to the electorate. This is
sharp to contrast to what Modi offered in
2014. He hinted at a pro-reforms regime
to India Inc and global investors, who
were exasperated by the Congress-led
UPA dispensation’s anti-business attitude
and policy paralysis; in the run-up to the
2014 poll, he said that the business of
government is not business; he mocked
at the doles and entitlement schemes of
the UPA. To nationalists, he promised a
strong nation that would take on Pakistan
and China. He was able to convince the
Religious Right on the Ram Temple and
uniform civil code. To the people at large,
he pledged acche din. That most of his
promises have not been kept is another
story.
Rahul, on the other hand, has nothing
novel or appealing to offer; he is either
highlighting the shortcomings of the
present government or peddling the
same old, and failed, policies like farm
loan waiver. While Modi had a narrative
(his detractors would call it a bundle of
chunavi jumlas), Rahul has none. His
party continues with the discredited
ideology that it imposed upon the nation
for decades—socialism (It is ironic that
it was a Congress prime minister P.V.
Narasimha Rao who almost discarded
it, but the dynasty is yet to turn its back
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on the ideology).
This became evident from the
economic resolution that the Congress
at the 84th plenary in March 2018.
The resolution said, “State ownership
of businesses in certain critical sectors
such as defence production, mass
transportation, natural resources, and
financial services is both needed and
justified where maximization of value to
shareholders may not be the sole measure
of success.”
In plain English, it means that the party
is not only opposed to the privatization of
big public sector undertakings and banks
(PSUs and PSBs) but also to the private
sector participation in Railways, metro,
roadways, airlines, petroleum, steel,
aluminum, coal, etc. More importantly,
the Congress does not like private
companies to participate in defence
production.
There is something very odd about the
Congress’ dislike for the involvement of
domestic private companies in defence
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Rahul has nothing
novel or appealing
to offer; he is either
highlighting the
shortcomings of the
present government
or peddling the
same old, and failed,
policies like farm loan
waiver. While Modi
had a narrative, Rahul
has none

production, for it doesn’t have problems
with foreign private companies in the
sector. This, by the way, was government
policy till 2002, when the Atal Bihari
Vajpayee regime allowed private

enterprise in the sector. Announcing the
change, Union minister Pramod Mahajan
had highlighted this dissonance in policy.
The announcement paved the path for
private companies in defence production.
Two years later, however, the Congressled United Progressive Alliance came
to power—and all progress in defence
production came to a standstill. For
eight years in the UPA’s two tenures, A.K.
Antony was defence minister. Defence
preparedness suffered enormously
under him; defence production hit one
roadblock after the other. At the time he
quit off, the Indian military needed arms
and ammunitions worth $100 billion. The
well-known defence expert, Rear Admiral
K. Raja Menon (Retired), called Antony
the “worst defence minister ever.”
Antony’s biggest problem, as also of the
entire UPA, was his marked tilt towards
socialism. So, the eight defence PSUs,
39 ordnance factories, three defence
shipyards, and 52 DRDO laboratories
continued functioning in typically sarkari
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manner. The private sector was anyway
looked with suspicion. The upshot was
that our dependence on defence imports
rose to around 65 per cent.
This is not to say that all is well with
private sector participation in defence
in defence in particular and with Make
in India Programme in general. In fact,
the Modi government’s performance on
economic reforms is less than stellar.
But the Congress seems to worse: it is
against the very idea of liberalization, if
the Resolution is anything to go by.
An illustration of the GOP’s fascination
with socialism is its conviction that stateowned banks ought to continue. “Pinning
all the woes of India’s banking sector
merely on state ownership of banks is a
gross simplification of the problem,” the
Congress Resolution says.
This is factually incorrect, for Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley has ruled out
denationalization of PSBs, even though
former chief economic advisor Arvind

Few doubt Modi’s
personal integrity;
that he has good
intentions is also
general believed.
But BJP leaders
need to realize that
good intentions
don’t automatically
translate into desired
results

Subramanian favors privatization. In
May 2017, RBI Deputy Governor Viral
Acharya had also recommended the sale
of some PSBs. Besides, there have been
committees constituted by the Reserve
Bank of India that suggested privatization
of PSBs.
It seems that the Congress wants
to nip any such move in the bud.
This is despite the fact that PSB reprivatization is the solution to the
banking woes. Denationalization
is necessary for two reasons. First,
the taxpayer has been suffering
because of PSBs: in the last 11
years, their recapitalization has cost
the exchequer Rs 2.6 lakh crore; in
the next two years, about Rs 1.3 lakh
crore would be needed. Second, since
70 per cent banking is in the
public sector, rickety PSBs

become a drag on the entire economy.
On other issues too—whether it is
foreign policy, national defence, internal
security, administration, or law and
order—what the GOP offers is a string
of condemnations of the Modi regime,
not any viable and alternative measures. A
challenger to government in a democracy,
in which people are getting more aware
and informed, has to add some positivity
to his campaign—something that Rahul
has not done so far. Course correction
is due.
From the BJP’s perspective, course
correction has to be of a different kind.
It can’t keep telling people that things
have improved in general, because they
haven’t. Few doubt Modi’s personal
integrity; that he has good intentions is
also general believed. But BJP leaders
need to realize that good intentions
don’t automatically translate into
desired results. Well, God can create
anything ex nihilo, out of nothing, just
by saying so. He says, ‘Let there be light,’
and there is light. Similarly, when Lord
Shiva is pleased with a worshipper and
wants to bless him, he just has to say
‘Tathastu,’ and his wishes come true. But,
unfortunately, Modi is not a god, despite
his devotees’ belief to the contrary. So,
his good intentions and commands don’t
get divinely get translated into reality. He
says, Make in India, but it doesn’t happen
because he is human; and humans have to
follow a certain path and adopt a specified
procedure to achieve any desired result.
Similarly, he can sound convincing
against the backdrop of a corrupt and
incompetent government, but not
when he makes more promises even
when the old ones have been observed
in the breach. And he can lord it over
allies when they have reasons to believe
his capability to impress the electorate,
but not when his influence seems to be
waning.
Less rhetoric and more humility will
help the Modi-Shah duo and the BJP. Just
like more specifics and less negativity will
help Rahul and the Congress. What is
certain is that the contest in 2019 will
be interesting.❀
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United they can stand,
divided they’ll fall
If smaller parties don’t join hands together and with the Congress,
it would be difficult to dislodge BJP
Anshuman Tripathi

T

he stature of the Bharatiya
Janata Pary, which grew
in the environment of
non-Congressism, is
intimidating its allies.
So, hardcore anti-Congress parties are
trying to achieve Opposition unity. At
the same time, some regional parties are
assessing the environment. However,
due to the BJP’s growing popularity
and its monopolistic temperament,
Opposition parties are making up their
minds to unite with the Congress under
Rahul Gandhi.
In Madhya Pradesh, Mayawati spoke
in a very aggressive manner but helped
in fulfilling the Congress’ dream. Her
speech hides the crux of Opposition
unity. The fact is that both the national
parties, the BJP and the Congress, have
a predatory temperament vis-a-vis
regional parties. That is why Bahenji
showed the mirror to the Congress. The
BSP also understood that, after a very
close contest, one of the two giants will
definitely hunt its MLAs in Madhya
Pradesh. So, she made a virtue out of
necessity.
The difficult decision made by
Mayawati reflects the acceptance of
the leadership of Gandhi shown by
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top-notch leaders of various parties.
It happened just two days before her
speech at the meeting held in Delhi
for Opposition unity. When Rahul
Gandhi was issuing statement in the
media Sharad Pawar was right next
to him whereas Arvind Kejriwal and
Mamta Banerjee were on his left and
right. By not becoming a part of this
event of Opposition unity, Mayawati
and Akhilesh tried to show her strength
and his compulsion, respectively. With

It needs to be
mentioned here
that the intense
propaganda on
Rafale did not
undermine the BJP
much, otherwise
the Congress would
have also done very
well in urban areas

the SP-BSP's warning-cum-support,
Opposition unity does not seem to
work well at the moment.
The real problem here actually is the
fight between the aspirations of regional
parties and the expansionist tendency
of national parties. Regional parties
are also born because of this conflict.
This is also the reason for the selfcentred attitude of these parties. These
parties are dependent on the Central
government for all sort of financial
support. That is that regional parties
do not come in the do-or-die battle
till they feel danger to their existence,
the noises about protecting democracy
notwithstanding.
This is also the reason that the BJP is
facing problems with alliance partners,
some of whom have left and are now
with the grand old party. But there are
some important questions here: Is the
BJP an alternative to the GOP? Or is
it merely a political front designed to
meet the goals of RSS?
The BJP reached from two seats to
282 seats in the Lok Sabha on the basis
of propriety, collective leadership, and
the branding that it is a party with a
difference. Along with the front-line
leaders like Lal krishna Advani, Atal
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Bihari Vajpayee, and Murli Manohar
Joshi, the party could boast politicians
with scholarly background and mass
base. So, it would not be proper to
attribute the victory of 2014 was
entirely to the Ram Temple movement
and aggressive Hindutva. The results of
elections in the five states show that the
people are not really enamored with the
BJP’s so-called core issues.
The RSS, however, will blame the
modus operandi of the Modi-Shah duo.
But by giving the complete power to the
duo for ruling and controlling the party,
the Sangh has been successful only in
triple talaq. The entire earlier leadership
of BJP, which worked hard for years to
make it so powerful, is now part of the
mentoring board. Not just the old guard
but the idealism associated with the
saffron party is also missing. Gandhian
socialism, integral humanism, etc., are
little more than slogans.
Thus, while the chances of the present
government comign back in 2019 are
not very bright, the Opposition’s path
too is not easy. Bickering over seat
sharing will be there. Yet, coalition
against the government is actually
an imperative of democracy and
compulsion for small parties. Playing
tricks with alliance partners will prove
very costly to the GOP. For the BJP led
by Modi-Shah may have been hurt but
not defeated.
It needs to be mentioned here that
the intense propaganda on Rafale
did not undermine the BJP much,
otherwise the Congress would have
also done very well in urban areas.
The actual factors responsible for the
defeat of BJP in the three states are:
demonetisation, farm crisis, poor
execution of the GST regime, and lack
of jobs. The Congress has benefited
from this situation, making regional
parties wary.
Therefore, the GOP needs to show
a big heart in the areas where regional
parties are strong. Amongst these UP,
Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal,
and Tamil Nadu are important for
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Opposition unity. There are about 301
Lok Sabha seats in these seven states.
The biggest difficulty is in UP.
Although Mayawati has given support
in MP and Rajasthan, the Congress’
seat sharing with the SP-BSP will be
a contentious issue. Then there is also
Ajit Singh’s party. Dispute between the
Congress and these parties will harm
the coalition and benefit the BJP.
In Bihar, the RJD has made the
roadmap clearer for the mega-coalition;
the RLSP of Upendra Kushwaha also
seems keen to join it. Most interestingly,
after the recent setback to the BJP and
a growing Mahagathbandhan, even its
ally JDU has started throwing tantrums.
Sharad Yadav is playing the role of the
facilitator of Opposition unity. The
resistance to any ordinance on the
Temple has been announced.
In Andhra Pradesh, the Congress
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may get some benefit from the TDP but
that didn’t the GOP in Telangana? In
West Bengal, Mamta Banerjee refuses
to warm up to the Congress. She is
also perfectly against the Left. At the
same time, polarization in the state

The real problem
here actually is
the fight between
the aspirations of
regional parties and
the expansionist
tendency of
national parties

has become so intense that the BJP is
confident of doing well here and in the
Northeast. It appears that the BJP and
Trinamool Congress will gain from
polarization. In Assam, though, there
can be problems due to displeasure of
Asom Gana Parishad regarding the
National Citizen Register.
Sharad Pawar, who rebelled against
the GOP and formed the Nationalist
Congress Party in Maharashtra, now
stands with the Congress. The BSP,
Bahujan Vikas Agahadi, the CPM, the
Republican Party of India (Ambedkar
and Gavai) are also likely to join the
grand alliance. The Shiv Sena, on the
other hand, fought in the by-elections
in Palghar alone and suffered. At any
rate, it has a love-hate relationship
with the BJP. Swabhimani Shetkari
Dal can also leave the BJP and join the
alliance. However, by acceding to the
demand of Maratha reservation, the
BJP government of the state hopes to
do well in 2019.
In Tamil Nadu also, DMK is in the
favour of the grand alliance, while
AIDMK is with the NDA. But the BJP
should not have high hopes from the
public of Tamil Nadu who elect the
DMK and AIADMK alternately. Then
there is the Rajinikanth factor. At the
same time, Kamal Haasan can be savior
of the alliance in the region.
Opposition unity is being premised
on the slogan of democracy and nonBJPism. However, in the era of nonCongressism in 1967 both the Jana
Sangh and communists had come
together in the coalition. Likewise, they
gave direct and indirect support to V.P.
Singh's National Front. But there is no
such possibility in the present scenario.
Self-interest is more important. Before
joining any of the two national parties,
smaller parties are weighing pro and
cons.
It is, however, the common man
who will be fighting against the Modi
government. He has to play the role
of Lord Krishna in Mahabharat 2019.
Opposition parties are merely weapons
in his hands.❀
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Microrobots to
revolutionize
medical science

O

ver half a century ago, Fantastic Voyage, a 1966
American science fiction film, showed a submarine
crew, shrunk to microscopic size, getting injected into
the body of an injured scientist to operate upon the damaged
part of his brain. The very ideas was, well, fantastic. But fantasies
are becoming real. Going beyond invasive surgeries, scientists
are working on medical microrobots—the “microscopic-scale
automated machines designed to perform selected movements
in response to specific stimuli,” reports the latest issue of
American Scientist. Their small size helps them travel through
the body to perform tasks that conventional robots can’t.
“For example, they might clean out arteries that are blocked
with plaque, perform highly targeted tissue biopsies, or treat
cancerous tumors from the inside.”
Being very small in size, microrobots are “far less likely to
cause tissue damage than conventional medical interventions,
such as surgical incisions and catheter insertions.” Besides,
they could drastically bring down the side effects of medicines.
Their proper manipulation could also repair the damaged
tissues and organs; these could even be “entirely rebuilt.”
There are some concerns, though. Microrobots ought to
be biodegradable and biocompatible, for they can’t remain
in the body forever. ❀

Go to cinema
halls to keep
depression
away: Study

R

ecreative activities like visting a cinema hall, a
museum, and theatre are not just good pastimes
but they also have a good effect on mental health.
The British Journal of Psychiatry has published a new study
which says that “cultural engagement” might have a salutary
effect on old age depression.
It surveyed over 2,000 adults over 50 years and found that
those who attended exhibitions, watched movies, plays, etc.,
once a month were stood 48 per cent less chance to develop
depression. “Generally speaking, people know the benefits
of eating their five-a-day and of exercise for their physical
and mental health, but there is very little awareness that
cultural activities also have similar benefits,” lead author of
the study, Dr Daisy Fancourt of University College London,
told the UK-based newspaper Independent. Eating their
five-a-day refers to nutritional guidelines recommended
by dieticians, involving the consumption of at least five
portions of fruit or vegetables each day.
Cultural engagements, though welcome, are no cure,
Dr Amanda Thompsell, chair of the old age faculty at the
Royal College of Psychiatrists, told the newspaper. “This
requires an approach based on the use of talking therapies,
complemented by the use of medication where an older
person doesn’t respond or when they have more severe
depression,” she said. ❀
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Govt needs to change
attitude towards policy experts
There are fears over the fate of the RBI’s independence and autonomy

From left to right: Shaktikanta Das, Arvind Subramanian, Krishnamurthy Subramanian
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he Reserve Bank of India has
just gone through tumultuous
times. A Governor who had
one year left for his term
suddenly resigned, sending
shock waves through the stock markets and
banking circles while spooking the investor
community. The government reacted
rapidly by making a fresh appointment
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but concerns are still being evinced about
its worsening relationship with the RBI.
Fears are being expressed over the fate of
the RBI’s independence and autonomy,
given the fact that the previous governor,
Urjit Patel, left in the wake of reports that
the there was serious dissension between
the bank and the government over a host
of issues.
The new incumbent, Shaktikanta
Das, a former economic affairs secretary,
may not have the academic heft of the
previous RBI governor, but brings to the
table considerable experience in dealing
with political leaders of all hues. He
has worked under Pranab Mukherjee,
P. Chidambaram, and Arun Jaitley, and
had a harmonious relationship with all
of them. In addition, he is yet another in
the long line of ex-bureaucrats who have
helmed the RBI including Y.V. Reddy, D.
Subbarao, S. Venkitaramanan, Bimal Jalan,
and Manmohan Singh. Several of them had
serious differences with the government of
the day, notably Y.V. Reddy and Subbarao.
Hence the tensions arising between the

central bank governor and the Finance
Ministry are not a new phenomenon. In
fact, many consider the dissonance to be a
healthy part of the relationship between any
central government and the government.
In the latest case, however, it erupted
into the resignation of Patel, clearly
indicating that the diplomatic skills needed
for dealing with prickly situations were
lacking either in the governor or in Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley. In this case, the onus
seems to lie more on the government, given
the fact that Patel’s selection was made
by the present regime. In the case of the
earlier incumbent, Raghuram Rajan, the
differences with the NDA regime were
blamed on the fact of his being appointed
by the UPA. No such excuse can be made
in the case of Patel who was in fact touted
to be Modi’s man on the basis of his
being a Gujarati (even though his native
land is Kenya) and also having worked
briefly for the Reliance group. Now in a
complete turnabout the same person who
was termed an apologist for NDA policies
during demonetization has now become

From left to right: Raghuram Rajan, Arvind Panagariya, Urjit Patel

a media hero for having stood his ground
on issues related to the RBI reserves and
curbs on the banking sector.
It has to be said that probably Patel
was his own man from the beginning and
genuinely agreed with the government
on various policy issues, including
demonetization. Several economists did
support the measure which has been widely
criticized even though it had a draconian
effect on the economy, according to
former chief economic advisor, Arvind
Subramanian. Patel may have been one of
those who saw its positive aspects.
In the recent areas of disagreement,
however, he clearly was not in favor of the
government seeking a higher share of the
RBI’s capital reserves or the withdrawal of
prompt corrective action (PCA) guidelines
on weak banks. While not coming out
in the open to declare his views, deputy
governor Viral Acharya’s public comments
which sparked the controversy evidently
echoed his stance. The differences appeared
to have been narrowed down at the last
RBI board meeting but there must have
been a subsequent flash point which led
to Patel’s abrupt exit.
Be that as it may, it is clear the present
regime finds it difficult to hold onto its
main economic advisors. Apart from
the RBI governor’s departure which has
come into the headlines, it must be noted
that both Arvind Panagriya who headed
the Niti Aayog and Arvind Subramanian
sought to end their tenures sooner than
expected. Panagriya who was always a vocal
supporter of Narendra Modi while lecturing

The new RBI Governor,
Shaktikanta Das, a
former economic
affairs secretary, may
not have the academic
heft of the previous RBI
governor, but brings to
the table considerable
experience in dealing
with political leaders of
all hues
in academic groves abroad was brought
in to convert the Planning Commission
into a more relevant institution which was
renamed as Niti Aayog. He left after just
two and half years, claiming he could not
get more leave from Columbia University.
Reportedly, he was concerned over the
impact of demonetization on the common
man, among other issues.
As for Subramanian, he left in June
this year apparently due to pressing family
commitments. But he has now come out
with a book talking about the draconian
impact of demonetization on the economy.
Like Panagriya, he too was a professor at an
international institute abroad when he was
handpicked by this regime to take charge
of economic policy making.
The rapid turnover, right from
Raghuram Rajan who returned to academia
in the University of Chicago to Arvind
Panagriya to Arvind Subramaniam to Urjit

Patel, clearly indicates there is a serious
problem in dealing with economic advisors
and heads of critical institutions like the
RBI. The Finance Ministry has to bear the
major responsibility on this score.
But it could well be due to pressures from
other organizations of the Sangh Parivar
on the political leadership. For instance,
the appointment of S. Gurumurthy on the
RBI board was a clear move to politicize a
hitherto non-political autonomous agency.
What has also been interesting is the
reliance on the Indian diaspora abroad
for these appointments. In a reversal of
this trend, ex-bureaucrat Shaktikanta Das
has been brought into head the RBI while
a professor at Hyderabad’s Indian School
of Business Krishnamurthy Subramanian
has been appointed to the post of chief
economic advisor. This change, however,
is no guarantee that these appointments
will last longer than the previous ones.
Former bureaucrats have notoriously
tended to change from being pliable
executives to independent voices when
placed in constitutional posts giving them
autonomous authority.
Instead it is now for the government
to change tack and adopt a more
accommodating and positive posture to
economic advisors who are in any case
aligned with the ideology of the day. It is
only a sea change on these lines that will
enable a longer tenure for such advisors.
The outlook should continue to be for the
long run to ensure efficient governance
even though elections are just a few months
away..❀
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What is, and can be,
Indian conservatism

Indian conservatism seeks a balance between the the individual and
the community. It is more a way at looking at life than just living it

W
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Conservatives are
a much-derided
community in
Western academia
and, since we look
in that direction
for validation,
conservativeminded Indian
intellectuals do
not find adequate
role-models to
guide them
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hen I was
growing up—in
the University in
Delhi during the
1970s—being
called a conservative was a term of
abuse in academic circles. This has
slightly changed over the past half a
decade, but not that much. In those
days, for the Left, both liberals and
conservatives were class enemies and
not to be associated with. The Left
rather derided them as ‘running dogs
of imperialism.’ However, though
liberals were in argument with the
Left, they stayed clear of conservatives
even when on a range of issues like
rights and freedoms; the position of
the two sides were broadly similar.
Conservatism practically did not
exist and, even today, is a bit of rarity.
And yet Indians are defined broadly as
conservative. Why do we have very few
self-declared conservatives in public
life or in academia? This is an issue
that needs to be probed further.
Several observations need to made
here. One, there is this perceived
association of conservatism with
colonial rule, with men like Winston
Churchill and Linlithgow who
denigrated Indians and did their best
to derail the freedom movement. On
the other hand, it was the Labor Party
generally and the Left in particular
that were seen as facilitating India’s

freedom. This reputation is actually
quite undeserved and even persons like
Harold Laski or George Orwell were
reluctant to see India break loose of the
British Empire. Indians also seem to
have forgotten that Attlee, a Labor Party
leader, was a member of the infamous
Simon mission, and by 1946, a solid
member of British establishment.
Two, the impact of Western
intelligentsia on Indian intelligentsia,
who are mostly anti-conservative. This
was particularly true of places like the
London School of Economics then,
and American universities at present.
Conservatives are a much derided
community in Western academia and,
since we look in that direction for
validation, conservative-minded Indian
intellectuals do not find adequate rolemodels to guide them.
Three, paradoxically, India’s tense
relations with the West during the
Cold War did not help the Indian
conservative cause either. The West was
seen as heirs to the imperial powers,
and resistance to them was the only
way for newly independent countries
like India to emerge as spokespersons
of the decolonized world. Politically,
the Soviet Union and, ideologically, the
Left emerged as natural allies of the NonAligned block as it took on the US and its
allies. Southeast and East Asian countries
that adopted the capitalist model of
development and were pro-American

politically were looked down upon as
‘stooges,’ even though they proved far
more successful in achieving high rates
of economic growth.
Four, since conservatism is not about
bringing out revolutionary change, nor
about a Utopia upon earth (or thereafter),
it did not, and does not, take care to
articulate a well-developed ideology. This
placed it at a disadvantage in a society
that was newly emerging from centuries
of colonialism and oppression, where
people looked forward to catchy slogans
and hoped for a better tomorrow. To a
great extent, this limitation remains, along
with the reluctance to formulate sensible
economic policies that conservatives
espouse elsewhere and actually deliver
better outcomes in societies that have
adopted them, including a far better
record at abolishing poverty while
keeping economic inequality in check.
What made the situation worse for
Indian conservatism was that it was
quickly identified with the rich and the
haves like maharajas, industrialists, and
zamindars. The movement of history too
went against Indian conservatives. The
deaths of Mahatma Gandhi and Sardar
Patel and the marginalization of C.
Rajagopalachari (Rajaji) meant that the

What made the
situation worse for
Indian conservatism
was that it was
quickly identified
with the rich and the
haves like maharajas,
industrialists, and
zamindars. The
movement of history
too went against
Indian conservatives

Nehruvian line prevailed in independent
India—politically, economically, and
socially. During the freedom movement,
the conservatives had also not articulated
their views on different aspects in a
coherent manner, though they resisted
the multiple efforts of Nehru, Bose,
Jayaprakash Narayan, and others to steer
the Congress Leftwards.
Gandhi’s death at the hands of
a follower of Savarkar, the primary

ideologue of Hindutva, and the banning
of the RSS meant that conservatives were
reluctant to engage with Indic traditions.
Western conservatism had no relevance
in the Indian context since it is firmly
rooted in the Judeo-Christian milieu,
anchored in the Westphalian NationState, itself premised on one nation,
one State, one people, one religion, one
language.
The questions then arise are is: What
is Indian conservatism? Is there anything
to conserve in a society that is unequal,
has seen tremendously oppressive
social systems, and is still a poor ? Do
conservatives believe in the status quo
only? What are its economic and political
implications? This write-up attempts to
answer these questions.
Indian conservatism is about all that
is good in our culture, our traditions,
and our institutions. The easiest way
to destroy a society is make it forget its
collective memories and its historical
experience. These are real and tangible,
and not imagined as Benedict Anderson
would have us believe. Proselytizing
religions and colonial masters also
sought (and seek) to wipe out all evidence
of a prior culture by burning libraries
and books, demolishing temples and
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statues and banning social customs that
survive the violent changes imposed by
new rulers and religions. Indians have
retained enough knowledge and insights
from even prehistory to claim that their
traditions and epics are living realities,
not dead knowledge boxed in museums
and in books.
The best proof of its living nature
is that Indians, faced with colonialism
and modernity, did not have to create
an Indian nation; it was already there. A
nation need not be necessarily conflated
with a nation-state, which for Indians
is a new phenomenon. In any case, the
Indian nation-state has established itself
very firmly in a very short period, as its
fundamentals were widely accepted.
This is very different from elsewhere. It
is rightly said that it was 19th century
Italian nationalism that created the
Italian nation; in contrast, it was the
Indian nation in response to colonial
rule and lack of agency that created
Indian nationalism. This argument
about the prior existence of the Indian
nation can be elaborated elsewhere;
here it is sufficient to note that the lack
of a common political space historically
did not come in the way of a common
identity of India.
This should not be taken to mean that
Indians should feel smug and conclude
that nothing needs change, or that we
were/are an ideal society. This is far
from the truth. In any case, critical
self-reflection is intrinsic to being a
conservative. Critique, discuss, and
building consensus for change is a never
ending process. But critically, the change
conservatives advocate is incremental,
and not revolutionary.
The question that arises is: why is
revolutionary change not sought? History
tells us that revolutionary violence leaves
the disadvantaged worse off than before
because their fragile social, economic
support systems simply cannot cope up
with the destruction of order, however
unequal. The elite, or parts of it, regroup and start jostling for a place in
the emerging order. Meanwhile in the
absence of traditional inhibiting factors,
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there is descent into
totalitarianism. The result
is violence and mayhem,
and the revolution not only
devours its children but
leaves most much worseoff than they were before.
On the other hand, the
alternative to revolution
is to use the corrective
mechanism available
to bring about change.
Even totalitarian regimes
generally need societal
acceptability to survive,
thereby leaving small
openings for advocates
for change. Scholars have
pointed out that behind
even major changes
are years of analyses,
ideation, propagation, and
advocacy. The greater the
acceptability of new ideas,
C. Rajagopalachari
the more sustainable the
the proposition that no one has the
change. These principles do not rule out
monopoly over truth and that your way
sudden changes necessitated when faced
with imminent danger or an unbearable
as valid as mine. If this is accepted, then
situation, but as an exception, not the
the only way in dealing with diversity is
to discuss and argue. There can be no
norm.
discrimination based on differences in
The Indian adage ‘Ekam Sat Viprah
thoughts, beliefs, physical factors, etc.,
Bahuda Vadanti’ is as relevant today as
and no imposition either. And no final
it was when first articulated thousands
word either, for each conclusion is the
of years ago. It is difficult to argue with
beginning of a new debate as Hegel
pointed out.
Is there any economic thinking that
is compatible with Indian conservatism?
The deaths of
There can be no arguments about the
fundamental principle that markets
Mahatma Gandhi
are the most successful coordination
and Sardar Patel and
device allocating resources in a large
economy. Conservatism is comfortable
the marginalization
with markets since the former is about
of Rajaji meant
human agency, which is the only way
that the Nehruvian
non-confrontational, non-antagonistic
societies evolve. Any form of planning is
line prevailed
necessarily top-down, and since it seeks
in independent
to impose and bring about uniformity,
India—politically,
it is by definition, authoritarian. Even
if the process of arriving at policies is
economically, and
consultative, the implementation of
socially
such policies cannot face opposition
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Deendayal Upadhyaya

or deal with the millions of alternatives
possible at different steps on the way.
The link between economic planning,
that does not brook any autonomous
economic activity via the markets, and
political authoritarianism is pretty robust
(There are also economic arguments
why economic planning generally
fails, especially as it is unable to deal
with complexity but which need not be
pursued here).
At the same time, the belief in free
markets should not be equated with
market fundamentalism. Economy and
material assets are important, but there is
more to life than them. There are societal
assets and features that are not amenable
to markets. These would include belief
systems, values, ethics, aesthetics, and
the like. An artist, craftsperson, or writer
selling their creations or works of art
may be an economic activity that is an
exercise in agency but when it comes to
larger bodies or works, systems and other
intangible assets, these are collectively
owned and incapable of being alienated
in the market.
But is there any concept of the ‘State’

in Indic traditions. Clearly,
there are no signs of any
divine right of kings. In
fact, the Raja needed social
acceptance (or at least no
open, hostile resistance)
in order to sustain his
regime. The State itself
was a very limited one,
unlike the Confucian
State. The fundamental
duty of the State in India
was to uphold dharma—
justice, uphold contracts,
etc. Since social stability
was the desired goal, the
State should promote
and facilitate economic
activities (agriculture,
manufacturing, trade,
etc.) but not control it. A
healthy economy meant
that sufficient taxes could
be collected in order to
meet the security needs
of the State. The Mauryas,

During the freedom
movement, the
conservatives had also
not articulated their
views on different
aspects in a coherent
manner, though they
resisted the multiple
efforts of Nehru, Bose,
Jayaprakash Narayan,
and others to steer the
Congress Leftwards
the first documented Indian State had
the Controller of Currencies, of Weights
& Measures, of Navigation, of Mining
in order to facilitate economic activity
and uphold justice. Therefore, while the

State’s responsibility was to ensure safety
in society (external security and internal
order), there was to be no interference
in social issues or in belief systems.
Society was to autonomously look after
traditions, manage temples, or be the site
for contest of human imagination with
no role for the State. And while Rajas
were free to support temples through
land grants, etc., such support was not
to be partisan.
It is for this reason that the most
effective reform/protest movements
have arisen within societies and have
not relied on royal patronage. Preachers
like the Buddha, Mahavira, the Bhakti
movement, Basava, Nanak, and Narayan
Guru succeeded, because they were
located in society which they worked
to transform. If today, despite best legal
efforts at social equality, untouchability
survives in different forms, it is because
legal remedies without social push
are inadequate. Indian society should
abolish caste if it is serious about
abolishing untouchability and bring
about social equality. Legal support is
important but not enough to achieve
such transformative changes.
A question that arises is: how
Indian conservatism is different from
classical liberalism? Unlike liberalism,
conservatism is not just about the
individual but about the society too. But
unlike what the Left upholds, it is not
just about society with no value for the
individual. It seeks a balance between the
two—the individual and the community.
Deendayal Upadhyaya’s Integral Human
Worldview (Ekatma Manav Darshan, not
Ekatma Manavwad since the latter would
restrict it to a fixed formula) sought to
achieve such a balance, for example.
Historically, Indians have sought to
balance community wisdom and
individual choice, with no contradiction
between the two. The lack of a definitive
dogma allows for accommodation,
accepting that there can be no monopoly
of truth.
Indian conservatism is, therefore,
more a way at looking at life than just
living it. ❀
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Exit Sushma,
enter Sahasrabuddhe?
The ruling party seems to be grooming the RSS favorite as
successor to the External Affairs Minister

M

uch before External Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj revealed her
decision not to contest Lok Sabha
election anymore, the Bharatiya
Janata Party is learnt to have zeroed
in on her successor—party vice-president Vinay
Sahasrabuddhe. He has been asked by the party bosses
to work closely with Swaraj.
The BJP is working on building the next generation
of leaders who could play prominent roles in the
event of the party retaining power at the Centre after
the 2019 general polls. Having been appointed the
president of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations
(ICCR), Rajya Sabha MP Sahasrabuddhe has been
entrusted the task by the BJP bosses to work in close
coordination with Swaraj to project India's image
from the strength of its cultural heritage. His task is
also to build bridges with the countries with which
India had traditional ties to help tap the trade and
economic potential.
“BJP chief Amit Shah had cleared Sahasrabuddhe
for induction in the Council of Ministers. He was
about to be made a Minister of State in the Ministry
of External Affairs. But the power play within the
ruling dispensation, which sought to push a powerful
BJP general secretary in the Council, eventually nixed
the elevation of Sahasrabuddhe,” revealed a senior
BJP functionary.
The Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh (RSS) was
reportedly not pleased with the power play which
worked against Sahasrabuddhe’s interests. “With the
RSS expressing its displeasure to the BJP chief, the
best possible way was to ensure a Cabinet rank to
Sahasrabuddhe, which happened with his appointment
as the president of the ICCR in 2016 just after a few
months of the expansion of the Council of Ministers,”
a source close to Nagpur, the RSS headquarters, said.
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On the election trail in Madhya Pradesh,
Swaraj recently told mediapersons in
Indore that she wouldn’t be contesting Lok
Sabha elections in 2019 on health grounds.
With the resignation of M.J. Akbar as MoS,
Swaraj is currently just has one deputy in
Gen V.K. Singh (Retd).
There are enough cues from the office
of Sahasrabuddhe’s that he is neither
taking the ICCR stint as an embellishment
nor using it as a parking place. On his
direction, the Niti Aayog has constituted a
working group under its Vice-Chairman
Rajiv Kumar to draft a roadmap for interministerial strategic convergence; the idea
is to ensure centrality of cultural ties in
trade relations. The panel is meeting
regularly.
Additionally, Sahasrabuddhe took
the initiative to sponsor a group of
four women to take the road route to
retrace the ancient Silk Route to connect
with women in the Central Asian and
European countries. Sources said that
Indian embassies in 22 countries are
working overtime to ensure that these
women—Madhvi Singh Tomar, Shital
Deshpande, Madhuri Sahasrabuddhe,

and Urmila Joshi—to connect with
organizations in 22 countries to forge
long-term ties. Next year, the ICCR
would sponsor these women, who would
be joined by their counterparts from 22
countries, on a road journey to connect
with East Asian countries. The objective
is to revive India’s old traditional ties and

Did he, didn't he?
Still unclear if Jaitley knew about
demonetization in advance

I

n the wake of demonetization of high-value currency notes
on November 8, 2016, there was a great deal of speculation
in the national Capital. How many people and which people

help increase people-to-people contact.
Sahasrabuddhe is known as RSS’
eyes and ears in the national Capital.
Earlier, he was the political advisor to
Nitin Gadkari when the latter was BJP
president. Sahasrabuddhe’s graph has
seen a steady rise. He was also appointed
in-charge for Madhya Pradesh.❀

knew about it? Specifically, did Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
know about it? There were no clear answers at that time; there
are none today. He himself is not helping matters.
At the Jagran Forum, the Hindi newspaper Dainik Jagran's
annual conclave, Jaitley was asked by a member of the audience
whether he knew about the big decision. Typically, he evaded
it, saying, “Shall I advise you something? Whatever Sanjayji
[Sanjay Gupta, Jagran owner] publishes in his newspaper may
not be necessary true.”
The Minister forgot that the questioner had sought
information, not advice. And information on this subject is
something that one doesn't get easily from this government.
About two years ago, RTI queries were sent to the Reserve Bank
of India, the Prime Minister's Office and the Finance Ministry
seeking information whether views of the Chief Economic
Advisor and the Finance Minister were taken before the
announcement of demonetization by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. The RBI and the government, though at loggerheads
now, were on the same page at that time on this issue. While
the central bank refused to give answer offering lame excuses,
the government didn't bother to respond for over a month.
So, the question still stands: did he, didn't he? ❀
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countryside

VFS: Paving way to
financial independence
of rural women

H
Kuldip Maity
The author is Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer, Village Financial
Services

@maitykuldip
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aving spent over
two decades in
microfinance, I am a
staunch believer that
poverty can be best
addressed by not merely giving the
poor access to finance but also by
helping them to be integrated in the
wider financial universe. To my mind
this is the perfect example of “Sab ke
Sath Sab ka Vikas”.
Access to a transaction account
– that helps him/her receive funds,
save money gainfully and make
payments through bank - is the first
step towards this goal, as it serves
as a gateway to other financial
services. VFS facilitated nearly 2.5
lakh customers to open accounts
with various private and public
sector banks and disbursed the loan
amount to their account. In the next
step we organized a series of special
initiatives to impart knowledge
that will take women graduate
from financial literacy to financial
independence. Our records will prove
VFS helped the poor to be selfsufficient in extreme poverty-stricken
areas, which are not catered by the
commercial banks.
VFS presently have over 4.6
lakh women customers. In the last
financial year our customer base

grew by nearly 40%. According to
our internal survey after third cycle
loan we can expect a customer to
generate indirect employment for
about two people from his/her family
or community.
That means we are not only
helping our customers but people
around them. Apart from our regular
micro loans VFS launched Individual

SME loans.
To further the goal of financial
inclusion through financial literacy,
we have taken initiatives like CGT
(Continuous group Training) and
CAT (Customer Awareness Training)
with our customers. This is to build
social awareness about financial
services and their implications.
We are now focusing on helping

our customers to take advantage of
digital technology to improve their
productivity. To help our customers
to take advantage of the progress of
digital connectivity in the country, we
designed an online training course.
Any customer from States VFS has
operational bases can participate in
the course to understand nuances
of the digital banking/transactions.

To our utter satisfaction, the course
received tremendous response, way
beyond our initial expectations.
We are also organizing various
trainings at our different training
centre and they are participating in
the interactive sessions with great
interest.
Our assessment suggests that
every single rupee lent by VFS was
invested in productive activities
enhancing not only the earnings of
the member but also created indirect
employment generation. What is
more satisfying, in many cases our
intervention helped create a selfsustaining ecosystem. Successful
VFS customers started encouraging
neighbors to start savings at banks,
taking advantage cashless transaction
methods, and starting production
of raw materials. It helps existing
businesses to tap wider demand,
create a value chain and reduces the
risk of business for all.
In short, it is quite evident that the
impact of a VFS loan goes beyond
our core business of lending money.
We are not only helping create a
strong rural economy by opening
non-farm livelihood opportunities,
but also helping the economy to
formalize through broad-spectrum
financial inclusion.❀
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pretense & truth

Why people long for
power, and why they are
reluctant to give it up
Václav Havel (1936-2011) was a Czech playwright, poet, and
political dissident who fought against communism. He
became president of Czechoslovakia (1989-92) and then of
the Czech Republic (1993-2003). On May 28, 1991, he accepted
the Sonning Prize, awarded by the University of Copenhagen
(Denmark), for his contribution to the European civilization.
This is the text of Havel's acceptance speech:
Václav Havel

T

he prize I’ve been honored
with today is usually given
to intellectuals, not to
politicians. I am obviously
what can be called an
intellectual, but at the same time, fate has
determined that I find myself—literally
overnight—in what is called the world
of high politics.
With your permission, I would
like to take advantage of my unusual
experience and try to cast a critical eye
of an intellectual on the phenomenon of
power as I have been able to observe it
so far from the inside, and especially on
the nature of the temptation that power
represents.
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Why is it that people long for political
power, and why, when they have achieved
it, are they so reluctant to give it up?
In the first place, people are driven
into politics by ideas about a better way
to organize society, by faith in certain
values or ideals, be they impeccable or
dubious, and the irresistible desire to fight
for those ideas and turn them into reality.
In the second place, they are probably
motivated by the natural longing every
human being has for self-affirmation. Is
it possible to imagine a more attractive
way to affirm your own existence and
its importance than that offered by
political power? In essence, it gives you
a tremendous opportunity to leave your
mark, in the broadest sense, on your
surroundings, to shape the world around
you in your own image, to enjoy the
respect that every political office almost
automatically bestows upon the one who

holds it.
In the third place, many people long
for political power and are so reluctant to
part with it because of the wide range of
perks that are a necessary part of political
life—even under the most democratic of
conditions.
These three categories are always,
I have observed, intertwined in
complicated ways, and at times it is
almost impossible to determine which
of them predominates. The second and
third categories, for instance, are usually
subsumed under the first category. I have
never met a politician who could admit to
the world, or even to himself, that he was
running for office only because he wanted
to affirm his own importance, or because
he wanted to enjoy the perks that come
with political power. On the contrary, we
all repeat over and over that we care not
about power as such but about certain

general values. We say it is only our sense
of responsibility to the community that
compels us to take upon ourselves the
burden of public office. At times, only
God Himself knows whether that is
true, or simply a more palatable way of
justifying to the world and ourselves our
longing for power, and our need to affirm,
through our power and its reach, that we
exist in a truly valid and respectable way.
The situation is made more complicated
because the need for self-affirmation
is not essentially reprehensible. It is
intrinsically human, and I can hardly
imagine a human being who does not
long for recognition, affirmation, and a
visible manifestation of his own being.
I am one of those people who
consider their term in political office
as an expression of responsibility and
duty toward the whole community, and
even as a sort of sacrifice. But, observing

Politics is work of a
kind that requires
especially pure people,
because it is especially
easy to become
morally tainted. So
easy, in fact, that a
less vigilant spirit
may not notice
happening it at all

other politicians whom I know very well
and who make the same claim, I feel
compelled again and again to examine
my own motives and ask whether I am

not beginning to deceive myself. Might
I not be more concerned with satisfying
an unacknowledged longing for selfaffirmation—a desire to prove that I
mean something and that therefore
I exist—than I am with pure public
service? In short, I am beginning to have
suspicions about myself. More precisely,
my experience so far with politics and
politicians compels me to have these
suspicions. In fact, every new prize I
receive compels me to be a degree more
suspicious.
The third category of reasons for
desiring political power—longing for
the advantages power brings, or simply
getting used to those advantages—
deserves special attention. It is interesting
to observe how diabolical the temptations
of power are, precisely in this sphere.
This is best observed among those of us
who have never held power of any kind
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before. Bravely, we used to condemn the
powerful for enjoying advantages that
deepened the gulf between them and the
rest. Now we ourselves are in power.
We are beginning, inadvertently but
dangerously, to resemble in some ways
our contemptible precursors. It bothers
us, it upsets us, but we are discovering
that we simply can’t, or don't know how
to, put a stop to it.
I will give you several examples.
It would make no sense whatever
for a government minister to miss
an important cabinet discussion of a
law that will influence the country for
decades to come simply because he has a
toothache and has to wait all afternoon at
the dentist's until his turn comes. So—in
the interests of his country—he arranges
to be treated by a special dentist, someone
he doesn’t have to wait for.
It would certainly not make sense
for a politician to miss an important
state meeting with a foreign colleague
simply because he has been held up by
the vagaries of public transport. So, he
has a government car and a chauffeur.
It would certainly not make sense for
a president or a prime minister to miss
such a meeting simply because his car
is caught in a traffic jam, so he has the
special right to pass cars that are ahead
of him or to go through red lights, and
in his case the traffic police tolerate it.
It would certainly make no sense for a
politician to waste valuable time sweating
over a stove and cooking an official meal
for a counterpart from abroad. So, he has
a personal cook and waiters to do it for
him.
It would certainly make no sense for
the president’s cook to go from butcher
shop to butcher shop like a normal
homemaker in a post-socialist country
in search of meat good enough to offer
without shame to an important guest. So,
special deliveries of supplies are arranged
for prominent people and their cooks.
It would certainly make no sense if
a president or a premier had to look up
numbers in the telephone book himself
and then keep trying again and again
until he reached the person or until the
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As president, I
find myself in the
world of privileges,
exceptions, perks: in
the world of VIPs who
gradually lose track
of how much butter
or a streetcar ticket
costs, how to make a
cup of coffee… I find
myself on the very
threshold of the world
of the communist
fat cats whom I have
criticized all my life.

line became free. Quite logically, then,
this is done by an assistant.
To sum up: I go to a special doctor, I
don’t have to drive a car, and my driver
need not lose his temper going through
Prague at a snail’s pace. I needn’t cook or
shop for myself, and I needn’t even dial
my own telephone when I want to talk
to someone.
In other words, I find myself in the
world of privileges, exceptions, perks:

in the world of VIPs who gradually lose
track of how much butter or a streetcar
ticket costs, how to make a cup of coffee,
how to drive a car, and how to place a
telephone call. I find myself on the very
threshold of the world of the communist
fat cats whom I have criticized all my life.
And worst of all, everything has
its own unassailable logic. It would be
laughable and contemptible for me to
miss a meeting that served the interests
of my country because I had spent my
presidential time in a dentist’s waiting
room, or lining up for meat, or nervously
battling the decrepit Prague telephone
system, or engaging in the hopeless
task of finding a taxi in Prague when
I am obviously not from the West and
therefore not in possession of dollars.
But where do logic and objective
necessity stop and excuses begin?
Where does the interest of the country
stop and the love of privileges begin?
Do we know, and are we at all capable
of recognizing, the moment when we
cease to be concerned with the interests
of the country for whose sake we tolerate
these privileges, and start to be concerned
with the advantages themselves, which
we excuse by appealing to the interests
of the country?
Regardless of how pure his intentions
may originally have been, it takes a high
degree of self-awareness and critical
distance for someone in power—however
well-meaning at the start—to recognize

that moment. I myself wage a constant
and rather unsuccessful struggle with
the advantages I enjoy, and I would not
dare say that I can always identify that
moment clearly. You get used to things,
and gradually, without being aware of
it, you may lose your sense of judgment.
Again, being in power makes me
permanently suspicious of myself.
What is more, I suddenly have a greater
understanding of those who are starting
to lose their battle with the temptations
of power. In attempting to persuade
themselves that they are still merely
serving their country, they increasingly
persuade themselves of nothing more
than their own excellence, and begin to
take their privileges for granted.
There is something treacherous,
delusive, and ambiguous in the
temptation of power. On the one hand,
political power gives you the wonderful

opportunity to confirm, day in and day
out, that you really exist, that you have
your own undeniable identity, that with
every word and deed you a leaving a
highly visible mark on the world around
you. Yet, within that same political power
and in everything that logically belongs
to it, lies a terrible danger: that, while
pretending to confirm our existence and
our identity, political power will in fact
rob us of them.
Someone who forgets how to drive
a car, do the shopping, make himself
coffee, and place a telephone call is not
the same person who had known how
to do those things all his life. A person
who had never before had to look into
the lens of a television camera and now

Where does the interest
of the country stop and
the love of privileges
begin? Do we know,
and are we at all
capable of recognizing,
the moment when we
cease to be concerned
with the interests of
the country for whose
sake we tolerate these
privileges?

has to submit his every movement to its
watchful eye is not the same person he
once was.
He becomes a captive of his position,
his perks, his office. What apparently
confirms his identity and thus his
existence in fact subtly takes that
identity and existence away from him.
He is no longer in control of himself,
because he is controlled by something
else: by his position and its exigencies,
its consequences, its aspects, and its
privileges.
There is something deadening about
this temptation. Under the mantle of
existential self-affirmation, existence
is confiscated, alienated, deadened. A
person is transformed into a stone bust
of himself. The bust may accentuate his
undying importance and fame, but at the
same time it is no more than a piece of
dead stone.
Kierkegaard wrote Sickness unto
Death. Allow me to paraphrase your
excellent countryman and coin the phrase
‘power unto death.’
What may we conclude from this?
Certainly not that it is improper to devote
oneself to politics because politics is, in
principle, immoral.
What follows is something else. Politics
is an area of human endeavor that places
greater stress on moral sensitivity, on the
ability to reflect critically on oneself, on
genuine responsibility, on taste and tact,
on the capacity to empathize with others,
on a sense of moderation, on humility.
It is a job for modest people, for people
who cannot be deceived.
Those who claim that politics is a dirty
business are lying to us. Politics is work
of a kind that requires especially pure
people, because it is especially easy to
become morally tainted. So easy, in fact,
that a less vigilant spirit may not notice
happening it at all.
Politics, therefore, ought to be carried
on by people who are vigilant, sensitive to
the ambiguous promise of self-affirmation
that comes with it.
I have no idea whether I am such a
person. I only know that I ought to be,
because I have accepted this office. ❀
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economic philosophy

Virtue of
wealth creation

While Saudi Arabia has made wealth from its oil, we
have failed to tap our natural resources

Ravi Shanker Kapoor

@libertypartisan

India, sujlam
suflam
malyajshitlam, is
home to the largest
population of poor
people, while Saudi
Arabia, a desert
nation with just one
natural resource
in abundance, is
prosperous
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I

n Ashadh Ka Ek Din, a famous play
by Mohan Rakesh, the protagonist
Mallika reminds her old flame, the
classical poet Kalidas, “You wrote
that a single flaw gets concealed by
a bunch of virtues, just like the moon’s
spots are overcome by its beauty. But not
poverty; even hundreds of faculties can’t
hide it. Worse, it erodes each of them, it
kills all that is good.” Great eloquence,
Lady, but the reverse is also true in
certain milieus: there is also a virtue
that eclipses all vices. In the history
of civilization, that virtue is wealth
creation. A brief survey of the different
courses adopted by Independent India
and the states of the Arabian Peninsula
illustrates this point.
Saudi Arabia, the biggest and most
powerful state of the peninsula, came
into being in 1930, but it was much
later that it started emerging as an
international player. In February
1945, a historic meeting took place
aboard the USS Quincy in the Suez
Canal in which King Abdul Aziz ibnSaud signed an agreement with US
President Franklin D. Roosevelt for
the supply of oil to the United States
in exchange for guaranteed protection
to the Saudi regime. The agreement

has held good till date, honored by
a dozen American presidents. This
is despite indisputable evidence of
Saudis’ in terror activities—15 of the
19 attackers of September 11 were from
Saudi Arabia—and the Saudi regime’s
pathetic record on human rights over
the decades.
In the first half of the 20th century, the
Arabian Peninsula had just rudiments
of civilization; it was a hodgepodge of
warring, pillaging tribes. There was
no science, technology, philosophy,
arts, culture, literature in that part of
the world. But Arabs’ attitude towards
economic activity was not infected with

socialism; this singular fact helped them
reap the benefits of the resources that
nature has endowed them with.
On the other hand, India, though
in thrall for centuries, could boast
of a rich tradition around the same
time. Its accomplishments in arts,
culture, literature, philosophy, science,
and technology were universally
acknowledged; it had produced two
Nobel laureates, one in science and
the other in literature, by 1947. Plus,
we were, and are, blessed with not
inconsiderable natural wealth. Yet,
India’s per capita income is less than
one-tenth of Saudi Arabia’s. So, what

went wrong?
The short answer is: anti-business
attitude, which resulted in disastrous
economic policy. The first prime
minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, was a
socialist; he regarded businessmen
as rapacious predators fattening at
the expense of the poor. He hated
capitalism, regarding it as a system in
which profit is earned by evil deeds.
There is documentary evidence to
prove that. When he was setting up
public sector undertakings or PSUs,
J.R.D. Tata underlined the importance
of profit. He told Nehru, “Jawaharlal, I
am talking about the need of the public

sector making a profit.” Nehru shot back,
“Never talk to me about the word profit;
it is a dirty word.”
The foundation of our economic
policy was dangerously flawed: profit
is bad; wealth creation is sinful, while its
distribution is noble. But there was little
wealth in the first place, so our national
leaders ended up spreading, or at least
perpetuating, poverty.
The consequence: India, sujlam
suflam malyajshitlam, is home to the
largest population of poor people, while
Saudi Arabia, a desert nation with just
one natural resource in abundance, is
prosperous. While the Arabs were able
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economic philosophy
to transform their natural into wealth,
we weren’t.
Under Nehru, India adopted the
socialist path, making the state the
engine of economic development.
A report, ‘So Many Lost Years: The
Public Sector Before and After Reforms’
(2000), prepared by Laveesh Bhandari
and Omkar Goswami under the
auspices of the National Council of
Applied Economic Research (NCAER),
described how India was on the brink
of an industrial revolution and how it
messed up because of its flirtation with
socialism.
“In making a case for state ownership,
India’s policy-makers ignored some
basic facts,” the NCAER report said.
“By 1947 India’s modern industrial or
factory sector accounted for over 10
per cent of national income—a ratio
that was well above any other decolonized country with comparable per
capita income. More than two-thirds
of this factory sector output was due
to the entrepreneurial drive of Indian
capitalists, who set up a large cotton
textile industry (accounting for 4 per
cent of GDP of a predominantly agrarian
country), had a significant presence in
coal mines, commissioned three iron
and steel mills (Tata Iron & Steel in 1911,
Indian Iron & Steel in the 1920s, and
Visverswaraya Iron & Steel in the 1930s),
and were involved in shipping and shipbuilding, cement plants, engineering
units, sugar mills, glass factories, and
many other industrial activities… .
Indian entrepreneurs had [also] made
their presence felt in the jute industry
which, until World War I, was a preserve
of colonial firms.”
Further, we had the requisite
infrastructure, human resources, and
institutions to galvanize economic
development. “India also had the
necessary institutions for corporate
growth: an efficient and well-knit
railway system, relatively good ports, a
large banking and insurance sector, and
three very active, well-developed stock
exchanges. Thus, by the early 1950s,
India was the only de-colonized country
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that had the funds, the institutions, and
the entrepreneurial base for large-scale
private sector industrial development,”
the report said, adding that “in 1950
… industrial output accounted for
more than 20 per cent of its industrial
income.”
On the other hand, Saudi Arabia had
to rely on Westerners for everything,
from exploration to refining of its oil.
The discovery of petroleum was made
early in the 20th century, but the oil

The periodic crises—
when crude prices
go up, increasing the
fiscal and current
account deficits and
retail prices—are
merely episodes in
the tragic saga that
we have scripted
for ourselves. The
theme of the saga is
socialism.
industry gained momentum only after
1945 with the opening of the Ras Tanura
refinery. While we remained suspicious
of foreign companies, the Saudis set up
a joint venture which came to be known
as Arabian American Oil Company
(Aramco). In 1951, it found the first
offshore field in the Middle East, south of
the former Saudi Arabia-Kuwait neutral
zone. More oilfields were discovered and
exploited in the 1950s. During the 1970s
and early 1980s, Saudi Arabia managed
to gain complete ownership of Aramco,
renaming it in 1988 as Saudi Aramco.
This is not to say that life in Saudi
Arabia is better that in our country; it
is a theocratic nation with no freedom
of thought, speech, faith, and action.
Given a choice to be born in India or
Saudi Arabia, one would choose the

former, for it is better to be poor with
freedom than comfortable in chains. But
that is beside the point; the issue here is
economic policy; and it is indubitable
that, owing to wrong attitude and flawed
principles, India has not been able to
utilize its natural resources, most of
which would become useless after some
time.
India has the world’s third largest coal
reserves, but we were importing it from
Indonesia till a few years ago, thanks
to our inability to use our own natural
wealth. Sudden increase in the imported
coal made several power projects sick
and created huge non-performing assets.
Similarly, we are unable to exploit our
petroleum. India has 30 billion tonne of
unexplored hydrocarbon reserves, the
then petroleum minister Mani Shankar
Aiyar said in January 2013. “We are no
longer a hydrocarbon-poor country,”
he had said at a CII conference at that
time. Three years later, his successor
Dharmendra Pradhan echoed the
same views. He said that a major part
of the 3.14 million square km area of the
country’s reserves remained unexplored.
It needs to be added here that it
took millions of years for the earth to
make hydrocarbon fuels. For thousands
of years, they remained of little use
for mankind. Now that the world is
moving towards renewable and clean
energy sources like solar and fuel cell
technology, it looks like by the end of
this century, fossil fuels would cease to
be used; this would turn our petroleum
wealth useless. In other words, mankind
had a window of about two centuries to
capitalize on petroleum. The Arabs did
that successfully; all their inadequacies
have been eclipsed by their singular
virtue—pro-business attitude. We,
on the other hand, remain lost in the
ideological cobwebs we relish and the
policy maze that these have created.
The periodic crises—when crude
prices go up, increasing the fiscal and
current account deficits and retail
prices—are merely episodes in the tragic
saga that we have scripted for ourselves.
The theme of the saga is socialism. 
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Modi’s all hands
on deck approach
is a novelty
Now foreign trips of the President, the Vice-President, or the Lok
Sabha Speaker are substantive rather than ceremonial or symbolic

Sreeram Chaulia
Author of the book 'Modi doctrine:
The Foreign policy of india's
Prime Minister

T

he days when foreign trips
of the President, the VicePresident, or the Speaker
of India’s lower house of
Parliament, the Lok Sabha,
were dismissed as ceremonial or symbolic
jaunts are over. Under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s leadership, India’s
constitutional apparatus is effectively
contributing to its international strategy.
The growing frequency of overseas
tours by VIPs during Modi’s tenure
reflects a less-known but emerging
trend. While the Prime Minister’s Office

(PMO) and the Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) design and execute India’s
foreign policy, instruments from other
arms of the Indian government can play
favourable roles to advance our national
interests abroad. Modi realized this
potential and has fully tapped into it to
ensure that high office-holders in India’s
parliamentary democracy bring breadth,
depth and intensity to our international
partnership-building.

Force multipliers

The President, Vice-President, and

Lok Sabha Speaker are boosters of
Indian foreign policy in ways that
are not adequately appreciated. They
establish our international presence
and demonstrate our seriousness. If
someone of the stature of a President or
Vice-President is in a particular country
or at a multilateral forum, it signals that
India honours that nation or group and
is committed to it.
Foreign interlocutors feel more
satisfied if they meet someone of high
governmental protocol from India. While
the delegations that accompany the
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dignitaries usually have MEA officials, the
impact is bigger when high functionaries
directly convey messages to their foreign
counterparts in one-on-one settings.
This ‘all hands on deck’ foreign policy
approach of Modi has spread India’s
profile to far corners of Africa. In the first
four years of the Modi government, India
managed an unprecedented 23 outgoing
visits to Africa at the level of President,
Vice-President and Prime Minister. The
‘Team India’ approach has filled gaps in
our Africa strategy, which used to be
piecemeal and limited in geographical
scope before Modi came to the helm.
Modi has used the President and the
Vice-President as eminent emissaries,
curtain raisers or follow-up acts before
or after visits by himself or his External
Affairs Ministers in countries and regions
where India has strategic interests.
In some cases, the additional VIP
hands have been tasked to smooth
over tensions between India and select
countries. Diplomatic sensitivities must
be dealt at the highest level of India’s state
system. A President or Vice-President
of India, unlike run-of-the-mill career
diplomats, can help pacify anti-India
sentiments in chosen countries through
personal touch.
For example, the Modi government
sent Kovind to Mauritius in March
2018 at a time when there was domestic
resistance in that geopolitically salient
Indian Ocean country against giving
India the right to develop military
installations in the Agalega Islands.
The Indian President’s presence in Port
Louis and his announcement of new
financial packages for Mauritius’ defence
capabilities made a difference at a tense
moment.
In July 2017, Lok Sabha Speaker
Sumitra Mahajan was dispatched as
head of a delegation of MPs to Russia.
Her visit reinforced India’s message that
Pakistan was posing a threat to the entire
international community through its
sponsorship of fundamentalist terrorist
outfits. In person, she conveyed New
Delhi’s concerns that Moscow should be
wary of undertaking defence cooperation
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with Islamabad.
Mahajan also lauded the Indo-Russian
Federation Friendship Group set up in
the Russian Duma and announced a
similar initiative in the Indian Parliament.
While there is total support for India at
the level of the Russian executive, i.e.
President Vladimir Putin, it is necessary
for India to also build camaraderie and
appreciation with legislators so that there
is unanimity in all segments of Russia’s
body politic to privilege Indian interests.
When abroad, a Lok Sabha Speaker
or Members of Parliament showcase
India’s democracy where all stakeholders
work in unison to achieve foreign policy
goals. Active involvement of these public
officials in events like the Assembly of the
Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) builds a
variety of connections among lawmakers
across the world and generates goodwill

While the PMO and
the MEA design and
execute India’s foreign
policy, instruments
from other arms of the
Indian government can
play favourable roles to
advance our national
interests abroad
for India at a multi-partisan political level
abroad. The more MPs and Speakers of
India’s bicameral legislature are employed
as extra team members of our foreign
policy, the thicker the relationships
which India can leverage for its economic
and strategic gain.

‘PMO & MEA Plus’ Model

Apart from optics and strategic
advantages, the ‘PMO & MEA Plus’
strategy entails soft power benefits.
Promoting people-to-people ties and
cultural diplomacy is integral to how the
President, Vice-President, and Lok Sabha
Speaker interact with partners abroad.
They often attend showpiece events on

behalf of the government of India and
meet citizens of other countries to forge
lasting friendships and impress upon
ordinary people that India respects them.
For instance, Venkaiah Naidu went
to Chicago, USA, in September 2018
for the World Hindu Congress and left
a deep impression on attendees from 60
countries. While Modi is the undisputed
champion and darling of the Indian
diaspora, his own hectic schedule does
not permit presence at each and every
global conclave. The division of labour
he has worked out with the President
and Vice-President to shoulder public

diplomacy work is smart thinking.

Sustainers of Foreign Policy

While big-ticket deals and breakthroughs
are trumpeted when Modi is abroad,
the steady oiling of relationships with
strategic partners is necessary for
sustained relationships to be built.
Continuity of dialogue and face-toface powwows at the highest level are
essential for India to climb up the ranks
of diplomatically proactive powers.
This crucial function of continuity
is being fulfilled by Kovind, Naidu and
Mahajan as part and parcel of Modi’s

foreign policy vision to utilise all levers
within India’s governmental apparatus
for enhancing its international influence.
If India under Modi has broken fresh
ground in reaching out to small and
distant countries where we previously
lacked high-level visibility, the lacuna
has been filled thanks to the inclusive
‘PMO and MEA Plus’ model.
Given India’s clearly delineated
const itut iona l mandates and
responsibilities, the PMO has been in
the driver’s seat on foreign policy matters.
Under a hyperactive globetrotter like
Modi, the Prime Minister is indeed our

principal strategist and diplomatic icon.
But his international mission has been
buttressed by unsung heroes like Kovind,
Naidu and Mahajan. They are certainly
not makers of Indian diplomacy but are
carrying it forward like catalysts who
understand that the prestige of their
offices can be astutely harnessed.
The VIP team work in foreign policy
that Modi has optimised in his first term
deserves recognition as one element
in India’s multidimensional quest for
great power status. Much more of this
phenomenon is needed in years to
come.❀
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The case of the
problematic potentate
The murder of Jamal Khashoggi has created problems for
Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince MBS and made the Middle East
a more dangerous place

M
Prabha Rao
The author, a former IPS
officer, is with the South Asian
Institute of Strategic Affairs

Critics of MBS, who
are legion, claimed
that he had taken
advantage of the
ailing King Salman
and was pushing
the boundaries of
power, heedless of the
consequences
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ohammad bin Sultan bin Abdulaziz al Saud, the current
Crown Prince of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, has been
termed the L’ Enfant Terrible of the Middle East. MBS, as he
is popularly called, has in one fell swoop not only changed
the succession order of the conservative House of Saud but
has also resorted to arrest and intimidation of scores of royals, initiated an
unwinnable war with Yemen, kidnapped Lebanon Prime Minister Saad Hariri,
blockaded Qatar, built bridges of friendship with the son-in-law of the year,
Jared Kushner, and through him to the portals in power in Israel—and yet,
the list is not comprehensive.
Critics of MBS, who are legion, claimed that he had taken advantage of
the ailing King Salman and was pushing the boundaries of power, heedless
of the consequences. One such critic was the late lamented Saudi journalist
Jamal Khashoggi, who had compared him to Icarus—from Greek mythology
who, it may be recalled, in his quest to soar and fly like an eagle had fashioned
wings with feathers and wax, which melted when he flew close to the sun,
resulting in his predictably precipitate downfall. Ironically, to use yet another
Greek mythological simile, Khashoggi has turned into MBS’ Achilles heel.
To recap briefly the story of Khashoggi: the one time supporter of the
House of Saud, who then turned dissident, was earlier the editor of the Saudi
Royalty-sponsored media outlet Al Arabia, and was a correspondent with
the Washington Post. He was closely affiliated with Al Waleed bin Talal al
Saud, the founder of the Kingdom Holding Company, a Forbes Global 2000
company, with assets in mass media, Hollywood, tech companies including
Apple, etc. Waleed was arrested along with other members of the Royal family
in November last year, and reportedly had to pay $6 billion for his release.
Khashoggi’s criticism of MBS peaked at this time, calling him “a beast with
an appetite for cruelty,” and that he needed to be stopped.
More importantly, he allied with Omar Abulaziz Almoyyad, a scholar in
McGill University, Canada, to start up a cyber initiative that would expose the
inner working of the Saudi Government, especially MBS. The two collaborated
to start a ‘cyber army’ they called the Cyber Bees, primarily using Twitter, as
Abulaziz’s Twitter handle had over 340,000 followers. Considerable inputs were
given about MBS, who is Saudi Arabia’s Defence Minister, and his diktats on
how to conduct the war in Yemen, which has resulted in heedless bombing of

civilians, including school children and
stoppage of medical aid by blockading
Yemeni ports. The Cyber Bees initiative
was funded by Khashoggi and some of his
international supporters, and was actively
countermanding Saudi efforts to project
the image of a modernising Kingdom
on the Internet.
According to Abdulaziz, MBS had
intercepted private communications
between him and Khashoggi, with the help
of the Israeli spyware ‘Pegasus,’ which had
successfully infected his mobile through
sophisticated phishing. Email trails and
WhatsApp chats between the two show
that Khashoggi was actively afraid of
being assassinated, and apprehensive
about the safety of other persons
associated with the Cyber Bees. His fears
were justified; he was assassinated on
October 2, 2018, in the Saudi Consulate
in Istanbul, in a gruesome, grisly manner,
which included dismemberment of his
corpse, and then the disappearance of the
corpus delicti, which ignited collective
global approbation.

President Trump’s
claim on that he had
convinced Saudi
Arabia to bring down
oil prices from $82 to
$54, by hiking output,
and thereby enabling
sanctions against
Iran has lowered
the credibility of
Presidency

The savagery of the murder was
matched by the utter ineptitude of its
execution and subsequent cover-up,
with a trail leading directly to MBS, and
involving his close aide Saud al Qahatani
and General Ahmed al Asiri, the deputy
head of intelligence at the time of the

murder. The Saudi consulate in Istanbul
did not even factor in the possibility
that the premise was fully wired (as are
many diplomatic buildings), and tried to
comically cover their tracks by putting up
a look alike decoy to leave the consulate!
US intelligence had been tracking MBS’
moves on eliminating Jamal Khashoggi,
but had omitted to warn him of the same.
King Salman’s endorsement of
support for MBS and claims of his noninvolvement in the murder, along with
President Trump’s claim that there was
no ‘smoking gun’ to tie the crown prince
directly with the incident, has cut no ice
internationally. It has, on the other hand,
raised questions on the credibility and
motivations of both President Trump
and King Salman. Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and Jared Kushner’s talks with
MBS post the incident are being met with
outpourings of international revulsion at
what appears to be a White House effort
at whitewashing the incident.
President Trump’s claim on that he
had convinced Saudi Arabia to bring
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down oil prices from $82 to $54, by hiking
output, and thereby enabling sanctions
against Iran (which have not been
endorsed by either the EU, Russia, India,
or China) has lowered the credibility of
Presidency, even more than the Mueller
investigation on its Russian links. Jamal
Khashoggi seems to have succeeded in
his dissidence agenda more through his
unfortunate death than his colourful life!
This success can be measured by
the fact that there is an unprecedented
bipartisan condemnation that the White
House was willing to condone human
rights abuses on a legal resident of the
US in the pursuit of economic growth.
Critics claim this is a chimera, as Saudi
Arabia’s economic restructuring plan,
known as Vision 2030, is likely to run
into problems due to a major recession
and political uncertainty in the country.
To quote Senator Bob Corker, Republican
Chairman of the Senate committee on
foreign relations, “the White House is
acting as a public relations firm for the
Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia.”
Subsequently, the Senate, after a
closed-door briefing by CIA Director
Gina Haspel, opined, across party lines,
that there was “zero chance” that MBS
was not involved in the murder of
Khashoggi, and the Democrats, pushing
their political advantage have even asked
that the Magnitsky Act be applied to MBS.
The messaging was clear: the Senate was
viewing MBS as a destabilizing influence
in the Middle east, and that the US
Congress would need to exert overt and
covert pressure to nudge the Kingdom
into taking acceptable corrective action.
In another landmark move, the Senate
voted on December 13 to end the US
military assistance for Saudi Arabia’s
four-year-long war against Yemen, which
has killed tens of thousands of civilians
and triggered a devastating famine in
the poorest country of the Middle East.
This war has been a show of strength by
MBS, who as the Saudi Defence Minister
had bulldozed other GCC countries to
support him, ignoring saner voices like
Prince Nayef bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud,
who as interior minister had contained
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Now given the fluidity
of the international
scenario with a
weakened and
beleaguered US
President, sleeper cells
of a diminished ISIS
all over the Middle
East, and a resurgent
Al Qaida, the horizon
is foggy

Houthi activities alongside the southern
flank of the Kingdom. (Prince Nayef was
also arrested in November 2017 in order
to politically neutralize him).
Turkish President Erdogan has been
quick to utilize the assassination to his
political advantage; he has made available
recordings of the murder to several EU

countries, Russia, and the US, to discredit
the Saudi system, and has, despite his
less than stellar human rights reputation,
taken the high moral ground on this
issue. US accommodation of Turkey is
visible, and an initial accord on peace
talks to resolve the crisis in the Yemeni
port city of Hodeida is now on the cards.
In the current scenario, the quantifiable
losers have been MBS and President
Trump, and in a larger context, their
countries, which have lost political heft in
the Middle East. Will these developments
collaterally help Turkey, Iran, and
Russia in their objectives in the Levant
and internationally? Prognostications
are on the positive side. And what of
MBS’s political future? Reading Middle
East tea leaves is a daunting prospect
at best. Now given the fluidity of the
international scenario with a weakened
and beleaguered US President, sleeper
cells of a diminished ISIS all over the
Middle East, and a resurgent Al Qaida,
the horizon is foggy. And the case of
the problematic potentate is far from
reaching its denouement..❀

